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Exercise 3 

� Product:  
A pair of socks that glow in the dark  
for toddlers.  
(safe for children, not gender specific) 
 

� Objective:  
Come up with the name of the product. 

� TAKE PHOTOS OF PROCESS!!! 
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Historical Overview 

� Golden Age: many consider 1950s 
through early 1970s  

Mad Men TV  
show on AMC,  
2007-14  
about 1960s  
Madison Ave, USA 

Historical Overview 

� What made the ads revolutionary? 
 
◦  Began to shift focus back to the brand,  

rather than product 
◦ Developed a look and introduced memorable 

characters  
�  And then kept consistent theme throughout years 

of long-running campaigns 
 

◦ BOTH built brand awareness  
and acceptance  
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Historical Overview 

� What made the ads revolutionary? 
 
◦ Also created new design norms 
� Using white space, asymmetrical layouts, 

minimal copy, unique typography 
  (Inherited from European Modernism) 
� All things we take for granted now in ads 

BEFORE BEFORE 

AFTER AFTER AFTER 

AFTER AFTER AFTER 
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Historical Overview 

� Who? 
◦ Leo Burnett 

David Ogilvy  
Mary Wells Lawrence 
Howard Gossage 
Bill Bernbach 
 
�  ^^ all first and foremost, copywriters;  
�  also creative partners with some of  

the most influential DESIGNERS of their era 

Historical Overview 

� Are we in a New Golden Age? 
 
◦  “Word of mouth, blogging, and social 

networking will withstand tightened 
budgets…these findings stand in contrast to 
previous economic downturns, when spending 
on Internet advertising cratered as marketers 
turned to tried-and-true media.”  
   – Forrester Research report 

Historical Overview 

� New Golden Age? 
◦ With shift to social media applications like 

discussion boards, “creatives will have to 
understand how to do business in the space 
and adapt at an increasingly fast pace to 
changes in technology, pop culture, and online 
viewing trends…..you may have to develop 
entire communities for very specific target 
audiences and find ways to keep them 
engaged...” all while selling something. 

Altstiel, Tom and Jean Grow. Advertising Creative: Strategy, Copy, and Design. Sage Publications, Inc., California, 2010. 
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Advertising as an Occupation 

“It’s about making  
    strategy come to life.” 
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Advertising as an Occupation 

“Advertising creativity is the end product  
 of balancing  
◦  logic with irrationality,  
◦  artistic freedom with constraints of the 

creative problem,  
◦  and convergent thinking with  

divergent thinking.” 

Altstiel, Tom and Jean Grow. Advertising Creative: Strategy, Copy, and Design. Sage Publications, Inc., California, 2010. 
 

Convergent Thinking: More rational, the “one” correct answer 
  Divergent Thinking: Free-flowing, creation of many unique   
                                    answers to solve a problem. 

Advertising as an Occupation 

“You don’t have to be crazy,  
                     

    …but it helps.” 

Altstiel, Tom and Jean Grow. Advertising Creative: Strategy, Copy, and Design. Sage Publications, Inc., California, 2010. 
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Advertising as an Occupation 

�  “Let’s be honest.  
  If you want a creative career, you’re  
  interested in three things:  
  Fame, Fortune, and Fun.” 

Altstiel, Tom and Jean Grow. Advertising Creative: Strategy, Copy, and Design. Sage Publications, Inc., California, 2010. 
 

Advertising as an Occupation 
◦  Fame: only if you won an award or someone 

asks. But it is fun to say what you do, even if you 
have to explain it every time. 
◦  Fortune: You can make a lot of money quickly. 

You can also lose your job just as quickly and 
have nothing. 
◦  Fun: You’re solving problems for clients, visually 

and verbally, every day! It’s a rush, especially 
pitches. “No matter what you’re earning, when it 
stops being fun or if you lose your edge, you 
should probably consider getting out.” 

Altstiel, Tom and Jean Grow. Advertising Creative: Strategy, Copy, and Design. Sage Publications, Inc., California, 2010. 
 

Ad agencies function as  
the liaison between client and consumer. 

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-Mg5Ok75eFO8/TnYw-Ex5TKI/AAAAAAAAAXc/GP8KkgH9IPw/s1600/ad+agency.png 

Basic Structure 
� Account: 

Business side (salespeople, usually direct 
contact with client everyday) 

� Creative: 
Creative Director over  
Art Director/Copywriter teams 

�  Interactive (sometimes with Creative): 
Web, UI/UX, Social Media 

� Media/Production: 
Gets it all out there 

https://saylordotorg.github.io/text_launch-advertising-and-promotion-in-real-time/s05-03-advertising-industry-structure.html 

+Traffic 

The structure of a typical 
full-service advertising 
agency is shown in this table.  
 
In smaller agencies, all clients 
are served by one team.  
Also many of these jobs  
will be combined or filled  
by freelancers.  
 
Additionally, some smaller 
agencies will hire outside 
companies to supply the 
services that are provided by 
entire departments in the 
larger “full-service” agency. 

http://adsubculture.com/workflow/2014/12/9/examples-of-advertising-agency-organizational-charts 

http://adsubculture.com/workflow/2014/12/9/examples-of-advertising-agency-organizational-charts 

Basic Structure 
� Account: 

Business side (salespeople, usually direct 
contact with client everyday) 

� Creative: 
Creative Director over  
Art Director/Copywriter teams 

�  Interactive (sometimes with Creative): 
Web, UI/UX, Social Media 

� Media/Production: 
Gets it all out there 

Creative Team Hierarchy/Flow 
�  Creative Director 
◦  Art Director and Copywriter team 
� Designers 
� Production Artists 

�  UI/UX  
� Developers 

�  Social Media 
�  TV/Radio (Broadcast) 
� Production Artists 
� Talent 
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Creative Team Hierarchy Flow 
�  “Every player has his or her role, but in many cases, 

 the copywriter drives the creative process.  
However, once the art director understands the creative 
problem, he or she may be the idea leader. 

�  No matter who drives the process, the creative team needs 
to know the product frontward and backward, inside out. 
They have to understand who uses the product, how it 
compares to the competition, what’s important to the 
consumer, and a million other facts. No one does it all. 

�  Sometimes art directors write the best headlines.  
Or writers come up with a killer visual.  
While someone on the team should drive the creative 
effort, he or she does not have to dominate it.”  

Altstiel, Tom and Jean Grow. Advertising Creative: Strategy, Copy, and Design. Sage Publications, Inc., California, 2010. 
 

Art Director’s Key Role 
�  An art director executes (almost always with a 

copywriter) a strategy, concept or idea approved  
by the creative director.   
◦  This is often after presenting multiple  

concepts to: 
�  1. Creative Director (revised, then…) 
�  2.  Agency Team, including Account (revised, then…) 
�  3. Client (revised, then…) 

�  After the concept has been chosen, the art 
director is generally responsible for the stylistic 
look of the ad or design.  

Paraphrased from http://work.chron.com/creative-director-vs-art-director-1670.html, Dec 16, 2014 

Art Director’s Key Role 
�  He/she brainstorms with workers and provides 

direction and inspiration to the staff, which 
includes the graphic designer, production artist, 
and other vendors including illustrators  
and photographers.  

�  At smaller shops, the art director is responsible 
for doing everything her/himself. 

Paraphrased from http://work.chron.com/creative-director-vs-art-director-1670.html, Dec 16, 2014 

Art Director’s Key Role 
�  The art director helps maintain brand 

consistency. He/she oversees the project through 
the production department and other phases, 
including final presentation for approval to the 
creative director of all creative material.  
◦  The art director may have the final approval  

for delivery of the project if there is no  
creative director.   

Paraphrased from http://work.chron.com/creative-director-vs-art-director-1670.html, Dec 16, 2014 

Art Director vs. Designer? 

Paraphrased from http://www.bizcommunity.com/Article/196/13/77210.html, Dec 16, 2014 

Art Director vs. Designer? 
�  Perhaps, the question one needs to ask is not 

what the difference between art direction and 
graphic design is but what is  
the relationship between the two  

�  because it is clear that there are more 
overlaps than disparities in the  
two disciplines.  

�  The same may be asked about  
copywriter vs. art director 

Paraphrased from http://www.bizcommunity.com/Article/196/13/77210.html, Dec 16, 2014 

�  An art director is someone who works in  
an advertising agency or comes out of an  
agency background.  

�  He or she specializes in creating ads or 
commercials, though a good art director  
can do just about anything including collateral. 

http://www.levison.com/december_2009_cc.html, Dec 16, 2014 

Art Director vs. Designer? Art Director vs. Designer? 
�  Because they come from an advertising  

agency background, an art director comes  
to your project with a good marketing 
background and an interest in selling.  

�  The art director develops the concept of the ad 
along with the copywriter, then commissions any 
necessary photography or illustration.  

�  He or she also supervises all production. 

http://www.levison.com/december_2009_cc.html, Dec 16, 2014 

Art Director vs. Designer? 
�  A graphic designer is the perfect choice  

for corporate identity work, including  
logo development, signage, brochures, and 
package design.  

�  Again, good graphic designers can do it all, 
though advertising may not be their strong suit. 

�  Graphic designers are terrific at making things 
look beautiful. If you need a flyer or a killer 
brochure, give a designer (before an art director) 
a call.  

http://www.levison.com/december_2009_cc.html, Dec 16, 2014 
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Art Director vs. Designer? 
�  Because most graphic designers don't come 

out of an advertising agency background, 
some aren't as tuned in to marketing as an  
art director must be.  

�  Initially, you want someone working in 
advertising to be more interested in 
understanding the target audience than  
in worrying about what paper stock  
works best. 

http://www.levison.com/december_2009_cc.html, Dec 16, 2014 

Advertising as Occupation 

Advertising as Occupation Advertising as Occupation 

� One Rule: 
◦ Advertising is a business.  
�  (A business populated by  

 a lot of crazy people,  
 but still a business) 

http://www.levison.com/december_2009_cc.html, Dec 16, 2014 
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The Creative Process  
STEP 1 :  Get the Facts 

�  If you have a research department and/or account 
planners, take advantage of their knowledge 

�  Then more RESEARCH:  
◦  Talk to people who use the product (plus those who don’t or 

won’t even consider it) 
◦  Talk to retailers who sell the product 
◦  Look at competitors: what’s good and where is it vulnerable? 
◦  Make the product part of your life 

Altstiel, Tom and Jean Grow. Advertising Creative: Strategy, Copy, and Design. Sage Publications, Inc., California, 2010. 
 

The Creative Process  
STEP 2 :  Brainstorming with a Purpose 

�  If you’ve done your research, you should know the 
wants and needs of the target audience and how your 
products meets those needs.  

�  From that base, direct the free flow of creative ideas 
instead of floundering in a sea of pointless questions 
◦  But be open to new ideas and independent thinking from 

your creative team members. 

Altstiel, Tom and Jean Grow. Advertising Creative: Strategy, Copy, and Design. Sage Publications, Inc., California, 2010. 
 

The Creative Process  
STEP 3 :  Pencil Before Mouse 

�  It’s ALL about the creative CONCEPT 
◦  Don’t get stuck on layout or only visual YET unless the 

concept is one that is visually driven. 
◦  You are an IDEA person first. BIG IDEA. 

�  Even a copywriter should know the basics:   
◦  Where does the headline go?  
◦  How much copy do you think you’ll need?  
◦  Main visual?  
◦  How arranged?  

Altstiel, Tom and Jean Grow. Advertising Creative: Strategy, Copy, and Design. Sage Publications, Inc., California, 2010. 
 

The Creative Process  
STEP 4 :  Finding the Reference/Visuals 

�  You may have a clear vision of the creative concept. 
◦  Can you communicate it to your copywriter,  

creative director, account exec, and client? 

�  Copywriters and Art Directors: find photos, artwork, 
design elements to make point (not to rip off ideas) 
◦  Begin with a point of reference 
◦  Browse ideas : trigger a new idea 

Altstiel, Tom and Jean Grow. Advertising Creative: Strategy, Copy, and Design. Sage Publications, Inc., California, 2010. 
 

The Creative Process  
STEP 5 : Working with the Rest of the Team 

�  “For most creatives, the happiest and most 
productive years of their career are spent 
collaborating with others. When TWO creative  
minds click, the whole really is greater than  
the sum of the parts.” 

�  “While one person may want to drive the whole 
process, it’s best not to run over other teammates. 
They may come up with some ideas that will make 
you look like a genius.” 

Altstiel, Tom and Jean Grow. Advertising Creative: Strategy, Copy, and Design. Sage Publications, Inc., California, 2010. 
 

The Creative Process  
STEP 6 :  Preselling the CD and AE 

�  Chances are, you will not be working directly with 
the client, and even if you are, you probably won’t be 
the sole contact. 

�  “Maintaining a good relationship with your creative 
director no only protects your job; it also give you an 
ally when you pitch your ideas to the account 
executive and client. In many cases, the account exec 
represents the client in these discussions. He or she 
may try to poke holes in your logic or question your 
creative choices. That’s why every creative 
choice must be backed with sound reasons.” 

Altstiel, Tom and Jean Grow. Advertising Creative: Strategy, Copy, and Design. Sage Publications, Inc., California, 2010. 
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The Creative Process  
STEP 7 : Selling the Client 

�  You must be prepared to defend your work,  
using logic rather than emotion.  
Many times your brilliant reasoning will fail because 
clients think with their wallets 

�  Most clients don’t mind being challenged creatively, as 
long as there are sounds reasons for taking chances. 

�  After time, you’ll know how far to push a client  
(pick your battles). 

Altstiel, Tom and Jean Grow. Advertising Creative: Strategy, Copy, and Design. Sage Publications, Inc., California, 2010. 
 

The Creative Process  
STEP 7 :  Selling the Client 

�  3 things you never want to hear from the client: 
 
◦  “That looks like the competitor’s ads.  

  I want our ads to stand out.” 
 
◦  “I was looking for something a lot more creative. 

  Take some risks.” 
 
◦  “You obviously don’t understand our product  

  or our market.” 

Altstiel, Tom and Jean Grow. Advertising Creative: Strategy, Copy, and Design. Sage Publications, Inc., California, 2010. 
 

The Creative Process  
STEP 8 :  Getting it Right 

�  You hand your creation to the production team,  
but responsibilities don’t end there! 

�  Art Director is often more of a liaison here  
than the copywriter (that’s also why copywriters are 
usually working on even more jobs than ADs). 

�  Depending on the size of shop and titles: 
◦  AD does all through production AND/OR 
◦  AD hands off to designer, sometimes just concept 

board and designer does rest AND/OR 
◦  AD does most of design, hands off to  

production artist 

Altstiel, Tom and Jean Grow. Advertising Creative: Strategy, Copy, and Design. Sage Publications, Inc., California, 2010. 
 

The Creative Process  
STEP 9 :  Maintaining Continuity 

�  “Almost everyone can come up with a great idea. 
Once. The hard part is extending that great idea in 
other media and repeating it, only differently,  
in a campaign. 
  

�  Someone on the creative team needs to continually 
monitor the elements of an ongoing campaign to 
make sure they are true to the original idea.” 

Altstiel, Tom and Jean Grow. Advertising Creative: Strategy, Copy, and Design. Sage Publications, Inc., California, 2010. 
 

The Creative Process  
STEP 10 :  Discover What Worked and Why 

�  Keep monitoring the effectiveness of a campaign:  
◦  Readership scores? Social media analytics? 
◦  What do the client’s salespeople and retailers think? 
◦  Sales?  
◦  If you had to make any midcourse corrections,  

what would you do? 
 

�  “If you never stop learning, you’ll never miss an 
opportunity to make the next project or campaign  
even better.” 

Altstiel, Tom and Jean Grow. Advertising Creative: Strategy, Copy, and Design. Sage Publications, Inc., California, 2010. 
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Project 1 

� Move all PDFs (or entire Packaged files 
are even better!) to the Project 1 folder 
in the shared Google Drive folder for  
this class.  

� Remember that the grade for Project 1  
(= 1 project grade or almost 1/4 of your 
course grade) will be the completion  
of these exercises in the first month  
of classes.  


